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Te Kāhui Tika Tangata 
New Zealand Human Rights Commission

• Aotearoa Independent Monitoring Mechanism 
• NZHRC support as part of technical team

• Human right survey
• Developing a national survey on awareness and enjoyment of human rights and Te Tiriti o 

Waitangi (1840 treaty)

• Indigenous rights indicators
• Drawing on, eg: Indigenous Navigator, Māori frameworks
• Government accountability
• Community monitoring; achieving Indigenous aspirations and exercise of self-determination

• International reporting – UN treaty bodies, Universal Periodic Review

• National action plan to implement the Declaration
• Partnership with government, National Iwi Chairs Forum
→ Education and awareness-raising 
→ Facilitating ‘Peoples’ plans’ to support Indigenous groups/families to achieve their self-

determination aspirations

• Organisational transformation → Te Tiriti based organisation
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“Ko te puawaitanga o 
ngā moemoea, me 
whakamahi.”  

(Dreams become reality, when 
we take action.) 

Te Puea Herangi
(1883-1952)

Image: 'Te Puea Hērangi', URL: 
https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/photo/te-puea-h%C4%93rangi, 
(Ministry for Culture and Heritage)
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Tēnā koutou katoa. Greetings to you all. 

I acknowledge the Indigenous Peoples on who’s land this workshop is taking place. My thanks to the EMRIP members, 

presenters and to everyone in the room and online – it’s been an extremely interesting, helpful and inspiring seminar. 

I am from Ngāti Wai, Ngāti Haua, Ngāti Maniapoto iwii (tribes). I’m joining you from Auckland, in Aotearoa New Zealand 

– where I work as part of the Indigenous rights team within the New Zealand Human Rights Commission, Te Kāhui Tika

Tangata.

Today I’m going to outline some areas of our work that relate, and hopefully contribute, to the monitoring of the UN 

Declaration at the national level here in Aotearoa. 

As Prof Margaret Mutu spoke about yesterday, we have an Indigenous Peoples’ independent monitoring mechanism, 

that was established in 2015 by the National Iwi Chairs Forum – the collective of Māori leaders. The monitoring 

mechanism reports annually on developments and progress on implementation of the Declaration. 

The Human Rights Commission supports that Indigenous-led monitoring, through the technical team – assisting with 

some of the data gathering and pulling the report together. According to the priorities and direction set by the 

Governance members of the Monitoring Mechanism. 

There were some questions yesterday about the data sources we use – just to reiterate, as Margaret said, we scan 

public reports and data for those reports.  
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In New Zealand, the disaggregated data is relatively good. However, there are some major gaps – including in relation to 

Māori with disabilities, the regularity of data and surveys, and gaps in relation to certain rights in the Declaration (eg, 

self-determination). 

  

A current piece of work being undertaken by the Commission, is developing a national human rights survey. We’re trying 

to ensure that the process and the end products of this work are Te Tiriti based. That is, they reflect the rights and 

obligations set out in our 1840 treaty between Indigenous Peoples and the settler State.  

The survey will look at awareness and understanding of human rights and Te Tiriti; as well as the level of enjoyment of 

those rights. It will explore awareness and enjoyment of tino rangatiratanga (including the right to self-determination) 

by Māori.  

The methodology is being carefully designed to address things like: accessibility for Māori, and ensuring that sampling 

processes give Māori ‘equal explanatory power’. So there is a specific focus on Māori through the survey. 

At the moment, the survey questions and process are being designed. The aim is for the national survey to be carried 

out later this year, and ideally, every two years. 

 

Another current project – which is at a very early stage at the moment – is we are trying to put together some 

Indigenous rights indicators that can be used in our work and in community monitoring.  

We are looking very closely at the Indigenous Navigator – which is an excellent tool and resource – and also at the 

existing Māori frameworks that exist in relation to measuring wellbeing according to Māori values and concepts.  

We are conscious that in international comparisons, New Zealand can often appear to be doing well on Indigenous 

rights. Whereas for families and communities on the ground, the reality is quite different. That our people experience 

the worst statistics, rampant racism and continual violations of their rights.   

That being said, we are also conscious of the drawbacks of taking too much of a deficit approach. We need to hold 

government to account, but we also want to be able to measure the ways that Indigenous Peoples are exercising their 

rights, defining their own aspirations, and measure progress against those goals – not solely the disparity statistics. 

The work we are starting now – on Indigenous Rights Indicators – we want this to balance both.  

 

Prof Margaret Mutu spoke yesterday about what’s been happening with the work on a national plan of action. And I’ll 

talk a bit further about that.  

Turning to some statistics now – these are largely taken from the latest monitoring report by the Independent 

Monitoring Mechanism. 
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The statistics show that there is a sizeable and persistent implementation gap in New Zealand. 

We can look to the teachings of our own people – such as this quote from Te Puea Herangi – which highlight the need 

for action. 

And that is the hope and the aim of a national action plan for the Declaration – that it would set down some clear 

government commitments to meaningful action.  

The work has been a long process – leading up to the Government’s decision in 2019 to develop an action plan.  

As Margaret stressed yesterday, the 2019 country visit by the EMRIP was invaluable – both for their advice, and the role 

of the visit in getting some traction.  

After a few more delays, the work began in earnest in 2021. It’s been done in a partnership arrangement involving the 

lead government agency, the National Iwi Chairs Forum and the Human Rights Commission. 

We began with engagement with Māori – hearing from Māori groups what they want to see in an action plan. 

Then using that to inform the drafting of a plan. 

The aim was to then take a draft out for public engagement – checking back with those we had engaged with previously 

– and finalising a national action plan by this time – February 2023. 

As Margaret spoke about yesterday – these final stages haven’t happened and the work has stalled. 

We did manage to carry out engagement with Māori. And we heard some clear messages and priorities. Many of these 

echo the messages that the EMRIP heard during their visit. 

Unfortunately that work has now stalled.  

And as we mentioned briefly yesterday, what we are now doing is shifting our attention to education activities. 

Addressing that issue raised in this workshop – that many of our people don’t know what the Declaration is, or how it’s 

relevant to their lives and everyday struggles. 

So there’s lots of further work to do there.  

And we’re also shifting our attention – from Government action, now to how we can support Indigenous Peoples 

themselves to exercise their self-determination and achieve their aspirations. 

 

Very briefly – on international level reporting. The Commission is regularly involved in this. We get some very good 

recommendations from treaty bodies – aligned with the Declaration and Te Tiriti. But the issue remains as to their 

implementation.  

 

 


